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ABSTRACT
A change from New Public Management to New Public Governance (NPG) does not occur
overnight. This forces public service organizations to develop new hybrid organizational
forms as strategic response to the current situation. In NPG the basic assumption is that coproduction will result in increased efficiency and effectiveness for public service
organizations as a new organizational recipe. However, a recent review determines that
only few empirical studies document these claimed effects. To enable the creation of more
empirical evidence that establish the effects of co-production, the purpose of our study is to
discuss how the outcomes of co-production initiatives can be evaluated. The goal of our
study is to inspire scholars and practitioners to evaluate the outcomes of co-production and
not least to document these, so a critical mass of data can be created that can be used to
substantiate if and how the new organizational recipe ‘co-production’ is delivering what we
are told – and what we hope for.

INTRODUCTION
The public sector is currently facing a shift from New Public Management to New Public
Governance. According to Gouillart and Hallett (2015) the hitherto used management methods have
served their purpose of bringing the cost structure in public service organizations more in line the
private sector logic. Moreover, there is growing evidence that public sector organizations have
harvested most of the proverbial low-hanging fruits (see also Dixon and Hood, 2013). There is
hence a need for major organizational innovation (OECD, 2005) in the entire public sector – a
transformation is required that has large impact on how present and future public service
organizations are to be re-designed and managed (Levy, 2010; MandagMorgen, 2013; Jensen and
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Krogstrup, 2017). As response to the requirement for this transformation, collaboration with
citizens is increasingly emerging and spreading across the public sector as an important approach to
innovate public service delivery. This approach is labelled co-production (e.g. Voorberg et al.
2013), and it seems that co-production itself has turned into a new organizational recipe that serves
as response to the transformation challenge (see also OECD, 2011). According to OECD (2011) coproduction is an umbrella-phenomenon covering sub-processes such as co-creation; co-design, codecide and co-evaluation. The results of co-production are claimed to be beneficial both to the
individual citizens as part of their empowerment and Capacity Building, and on an organizational
level by increasing efficiency and effectiveness of the service provided (Osborne et al. 2016; OECD
2011; Krogstrup and Mortensen, 2017). However, the introduction of co-production as the new
organizational recipe has a fundamental weakness that needs to addressed: only few empirical
studies demonstrate the immediate and long-term effects of co-production initiatives (Voorberg,
Bekkers, & Tummers, 2013). Löffler (2009) e.g. establishes that “Evaluations of co-production
approaches are rare” (Löffler, 2009: 11), which we also find strong indications for in our
manuscript. The existing empirical studies of co-production show that often the objectives for
implementing co-production are not explicitly formalized, and therefore it seems like co-production
is considered a value itself for the organizations adopting the new recipe. Due to the lack of
objectives it is difficult to link the specific outcomes to the specific goals and hence to evaluate the
effects of the new recipe. Voorberg et al. conclude “ (…) that hardly any empirical material can be
found that systematically assess the outcomes of co-production (…)” (Voorberg et al., 2013, 35).
OECD argues along with this, that there is insufficient evidence for how co-production works and
therefore how it impacts the effectiveness of the service provided (OCED 2011: 19). They call for
further assessment on how to re-balancing co-production in the delivery of public services in order
to “(…) quantify the potential savings and assess any unintended consequences (…)” (OCED 2011:
12).
The link between the claimed outcomes of co-production and the empirical studies documenting the
actual outcomes is henceforth weak. The purpose of this study is consequently to discuss and
propose how prospective co-production initiatives can be evaluated, so empirical evidence in the
future can strengthen the link. The goal of our study is hence to deduce a logic for how to evaluate
co-production initiatives in public sector organizations. The study has two key contributions. First,
by taking point of departure in classical innovation theory, we define three exemplar empirical
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arenas in which co-production can occur: in the arena of ‘exploration’, ‘exploitation’ and in the
‘ambidextrous’ arena (March, 1991; Raisch and Birkenshaw, 2008). We discuss and link evaluation
theory to the most complex arena – the ambidextrous. This leads to the second key contribution: we
discuss that contribution analysis might be the answer for how to evaluate the outcomes of coproduction initiatives. However, since empirical evidence are scarce concerning co-production, we
cannot approach the contribution analysis in a traditional manner, since it is based on the evidence,
we lack. Therefore, we suggest that collaborative evaluation according to Shulha et al. (2016) can
act as a scaffolding approach to generate the minimum viable data for the evaluation to be followed
through. In line with this, we propose that the eight principles of collaborative evaluation can be
utilized as a method to respond to OECD’s (2011) request for increased knowledge about coevaluation.
The study proceeds as follows. First we discuss and define what co-production is and we exemplify
different empirical arenas in which co-production occurs. Then we discuss evaluation theory and
link this to the co-production literature to identify similar criteria that enable scholars and
practitioners to select the appropriate evaluation method to create the empirical evidence we
urgently need. Finally, we provide the implications and the conclusion of the study.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Defining co-production
The concept of co-production was originally developed by Elinor Ostrom and her research group in
the 1970s (Ostrom et al. 1978). They used the term co-production to describe the empirical
phenomena of citizens contributing to public service delivery. In their study they found positive
effects of the service outcome when citizens became ‘co-producers’ (Ostrom et al. 1978). Since the
foundational work of co-production was made, later developments emerged. In the 1990s, Ostrom
(1996) explained co-production concept as: “(…) the potential relationships that could exist
between the ‘regular’ producer (street-level police officers, school teachers, or health workers) and
‘clients’ who want to be transformed into safer, better educated, educated, or healthier persons.”
(1996, 1079). Inspired by Ostrom’s work the co-production literature has since then taken point of
departure in the potential relationship between regular producer and the service-using citizens. E.g.
Park et al. (1981) builds on Ostrom’s starting point of the potential relationship and define co-
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production as: “(…) the mix of activities that both public service agents and citizens contribute to
the provision of public services. The former are involved as professionals, or ‘regular producers’,
while ‘citizen production’ is based on voluntary efforts by individuals and groups to enhance the
quality and/or quantity of the services they use” (Parks et al. 1981). This definition has also been
adopted in the studies by e.g. Brudney and England 1983, Verschuere, Brandsen and Pestoff 2012,
Pestoff 2015, Jacobsen and Andersen 2013, Tuurnas 2016).
To operationalize this potential relationship and the study of co-production we rely on OECD’s
(2011) view on co-production as a (group of) units of analysis such as co-design, co-review and not
least co-evaluation. Inspired by OECD (2011) and Bovaird and Loeffler (2012), we define coproduction as a partnership between public service employees and citizens, where the citizen is
directly involved in designing, planning, delivering and evaluating public services. This definition
includes both an individual and a group perspective to co-production (Brudney and England, 1983).
In empirical contexts the potential relationship between public service employees and citizens
cannot be isolated from its external and internal context. External contexts are e.g. legislation,
technological advance and people in the citizens’ personal network; whereas internal contexts are
e.g. leadership and management at the local service organization (Stringer 2015; Krogstrup and
Mortensen: 2017). The chief argument for defining co-production as such is elaborated in the
section below, where we present how and where co-production has been studied.

Recent studies of co-production
Co-production has been advanced by multiple scholars – especially the discussion of differences
and similarities to co-creation are widely published (see e.g. Voorberg et al. 2013; Torfing,
Sørensen and Røiseland, 2016). Since our definition presented above clarifies our research locus,
we do not delve further into this discussion. Instead we proceed to review recent publications
treading co-production. A recent review by Voorberg et al. (2014) determines that fifty per cent of
the empirical studies they reviewed in the context of co-production treat the phenomena coimplementing1. Hence, these studies do according to Bason’s (2010) perspective treat co-production
as being dependent on shared responsibility for service delivery between the citizen and the (local)
government – but where the citizens’ capacity to take active part in the process influences the
1

Co-implementing is understood by Voorberg et al. (2014) as a collaboration in which the citizen only performs predefined tasks by the public service provider.
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outcome and the experienced outcome of the total service delivery (see also Jacobsen and
Andersen, 2013; Pestoff, 2015; Krogstrup and Mortensen, 2017). This view on co-production
represents only one aspect of the process according to our definition. We argue, that it is important
to broaden the understanding of the citizens’ participation in the co-production process, since the
co-production process and its sub-processes (co-design, co-planning, co-delivery, and coevaluation) represent an actual partnership with the public service provider. This argument is based
on Needham and Carr (2009) and Boyle and Harris (2009) since, they emphasize the importance of
power-sharing in the person-centered relationship (Needham & Carr, 2009). In the literature many
matrix-figures are developed to explain the contexts in which co-production is studied. Here
scholars have conceptualized co-production contexts by dividing the process into researchable
typologies by differentiating between varied types and degrees of interactions between citizens and
the public service providers (e.g. Bovarid and Loeffler, 2012; Pestoff, 2015). Krogstrup and
Mortensen (2017) expand this view by adopting a Capacity Building approach by conceptualizing a
framework to illustrate the organizational perspective and the degree of the citizens’ involvement.
Since these different views exist on the partnership between public service organizations and
citizens that co-produce the service they are referred to, it is a daunting task to evaluate processes
and the effects of co-production based on the theoretical insights about co-production. Even though
it is a daunting task to evaluate the effects of co-production (OECD, 2011) we cannot allow this to
be an excuse for not trying to do so. In stead of basing evaluation methodologies on theoretical
abstractions of co-production, we may need to base our evaluation models on the empirical contexts
in which co-production initiatives occur. This we claim will enable us to determine relevant tools
that fit the purpose and goal of co-evaluating the outcomes of co-production initiatives, so empirical
evidence can be made in the future to establish the functioning and non-functioning mechanisms
that lead to the desired effects (OECD, 2011; Voorberg et al. 2014).
Relating co-production to different public service contexts
To understand how to contextualize the co-production methodologies to different public service
contexts we are inspired by classical innovation theory. Here the tension between exploration and
exploitation, as well as ability to maneuver both, organizational ambidexterity, have been studied
for decades (see e.g. Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008; O'Reilly and Tushman, 2013). The original
dichotomy between exploration and exploitation made popular by James March states that
exploitation is about efficiency, control, certainty and reduction of variety, whereas exploration is
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about innovation as proxied by search, discovery, and autonomy (see e.g. March, 1991).
Organizational Ambidexterity is according to O’Reilly and Tushman (2013) the ability to organize
and manage both exploration and exploitation in the same organization, even though conflicting
structures, incentives etc. will exist. The reason for introducing the classical innovation theory into
the study of co-production is argued to be relevant, since the New Public Management paradigm
was based on the premise that public service organizations existed in stable environments (Jensen
and Krogstrup, 2017) and therefore would prosper by using a ‘mechanistic management system’ –
exploitation (Burns and Stalker, 1961). However, the shift to adapt to environments that are in flux
requires an ‘organic management system’ (Raisch and Birkenshaw, 2008). In these organic
management systems, projects (or even portfolios of projects) seeking exploration is processed by
the public service providers. Or they are addressing the ambidextrous management perspective by
designing dedicated innovation management and innovation project teams formally in their
organizations, so they can respond more agilely to the societal and demographic changes that
emerge (see e.g. Brix, 2017). To build the foundation for an integrative framework between coproduction and evaluation, we propose Figure 1 below that enables us to differentiate between the
different arenas in which co-production can take place. The two-by-two matrix proposed below is
created by relying on the degree of 1) citizen participation in, and 2) citizen influence on the coproduction project.
Figure 1: Arenas for co-production

Source: Authors’ own development; inspired by Krogstrup and Mortensen (2017)
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These exemplar arenas presented above are imperative to consider in the context of evaluation,
because the conditions, the premises and the mandates given to both the public service provider and
to the citizen are different. Therefore, we argue that when selecting the relevant evaluation model,
we need to take the arena for co-production into account, because the contextual conditions in these
arenas will be different. In the following, we provide an example of a public service provided in
each of the arenas presented above. If there is low degree of citizen participation and low degree of
citizen influence, then the front-end staffer is doing casework, and not co-production. An example
could be that a citizen contacts the municipal employee to ask for financial resources to pay for
(part of) a visit at the dentist, or that an elderly contacts the municipality to get help with
transportation from her home and to a doctor’s appointment. An example of having high citizen
influence and low degree of citizen participation, exploitation, is when the citizen is asked to select
which types of pre-defined services s/he would like to receive e.g. make it easier to live with a
chronical decease. The citizen can select from a pre-given list in consultation with a medical doctor,
but s/he cannot invent new services. An example of high citizen participation and low citizen
influence, exploration, can be an innovation project, where the citizens are invited to workshops
with the purpose of generating new ideas for how the rethink public services, but where the frontend staffer or other municipal employees have decision power to select which ideas that are to be
further developed (see. e.g. Brix & Peters, 2015; Brix, 2017). The fourth context for public service
development and innovation is labelled ambidextrous. Here there is both high citizen participation
and the citizen has high degree of influence. An example of co-production in this context can be
found in the municipality of Ikast-Brande in Denmark. Here a group of citizens created an initiative
with support from the municipal employees that had the purpose of increasing the degree of
collaboration between citizens, private companies and the different leisure associations. The
citizens who took the initiative collaborated on equal basis with the employee staff and created an
‘volunteer stock-exchange’ (in Danish: FrivilligBørsen) in which everyone interested in making e.g.
barter agreements or something alike could meet and network. (CFSA, 2013). By having
exemplified the three types of arenas for co-production, we proceed to discuss how it is possible to
evaluate the outcomes of the types of co-production that occur in the ambidextrous arena. The other
arenas – exploration and exploitation – are rather strait forward to evaluate, and therefore we wish
to address the more complex and uncertain arena of ambidexterity. In the following we continue to
discuss the premises of the ambidextrous approach to co-production to identify the framing
conditions for evaluation.
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Linking evaluation research to co-production in the ambidextrous arena
The ambidextrous arena for co-production can be recognized by three characteristics which are
important to consider when deciding upon evaluation methodologies. The first characteristic is, that
there are many stakeholders involved in the co-production process, which means that the contents
of the process constantly emerge and change as the interaction between the stakeholders occurs
(Peronard and Brix, 2017). The second characteristic pertaining to this arena, is that co-production
is not limited to one specific context but instead the co-production processes take place in many
different contextual sub-arenas in which the stakeholders interact. This leads us to the third
characteristic of co-production in the ambidextrous arena: there is no causal relationship between
the intervention and the outcome, because multiple variables can effect the relationship. Hence, we
argue that co-production in the ambidextrous arena is a complex, social problem and that it cannot
be limited to a technical one. Since we need to utilize an evaluation model – or different evaluation
models – that take(s) into account the three characteristics presented above, and because our goal is
to study the outcome of the complex phenomena ‘co-production’, it is imperative that we identify
(a) suitable evaluation model(s) that enable(s) us in reaching our goal. In the following we therefore
propose and discuss how the outcomes of prospective co-production projects can be evaluated.
Attribution versus contribution evaluation
According to effect evaluation the classical dichotomy is made between attribution analysis and
contribution analysis. Attribution analysis is used to assess to which extent a given intervention has
attributed to the outcome. Has the intervention caused the outcome? To what extent has the
intervention caused the outcome?

The randomized controlled trial (RCT) method is golden

standard in attribution analysis (Bichman and Reich 2009). RCT regards problems as simple and
not as complex, and as technical instead of social. An attribution analysis is therefore unsuitable to
apply when evaluating complex programs consisting of many interacting variables, collaborative
interventions and unpredictability (Mayne 201; Forss and Schwartz, 2011; Patton, 2112). Hence, we
stress that the attribution analysis which has dominated the new evidence wave does not apply to
the criteria for evaluating outcomes of co-production in the ambidextrous arena we presented
above. Instead, we suggest that evaluators of the outcomes of co-production take point of departure
from a contribution analysis perspective. Contribution analysis is defined as an approach addressing
cause-effect questions build on the idea of using an intervention theory of change to infer causation
(Leeuw, 2012). Key questions in the contribution evaluations are: Has the intervention made any
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difference for the subject(s)?, Has the intervention influenced the observed result?, How big a
difference has the intervention had?, How big is the contribution? A contribution analysis therefore
produces a contribution story that represents the evidence and other influences on program
outcomes: a major part of that story may tell about behavioral changes that intended beneficiaries
have made as a result of the intervention (Patton, 2012). A result of the contribution analysis does
not represent the ultimate truth. It has to be regarded as a sufficient conclusion concerning the
extend – and the reason(s) why – the intervention has contributed with a given outcome. The
problem is that it is difficult to define an expected outcome in the ambidextrous arena, because the
desired outcome will first be identified during the co-production process. Below we review
evaluation models pertaining to contribution analysis.
Evaluation models pertaining to contribution analysis
I the beginning of the 1970’ies responsive evaluation was developed and promoted by Robert Stake
who got inspired by the Nordic welfare model during a research semester in Uppsala in Sweden
during his doctoral studies. This humanistic orientation to public welfare inspired him to develop an
alternative to RCT; being responsive evaluation. Responsive evaluation is known for its focus on
case studies. Here the evaluator interacts with the field, and both qualitative and quantitative
methods can be used to determine outcomes. Robert Stake’s work has inspired many evaluations
theorists. His approach to evaluation has been developed since the 1970’ies and it has been
expanded under different headlines such as ‘interactive evaluation’ (Rodrigues, 2012; King and
Stevahn, 2013; Owen and Rogers, 1999), ‘collaborative evaluation’ (King and Stevahn, 2013),
utilization-based evaluation’ (Patton 2012), and ‘dialogue evaluation’ (Vedung, 2010). It is though
a general misconception that the responsive evaluation approach is a process evaluation approach.
Evaluation based on this approach can also be used to evaluate the outcomes of interventions.
Inspired by Stake’s work, Guba and Lincoln (1989) developed what they coined the ‘fourth
generation evaluation’. Fourth generation evaluation is recognized by its long pre-evaluation focus
in which the evaluation questions are negotiated among the evaluation’s stakeholders. Another
important representative inspired by responsive evaluation is Michael Quinn Patton. He focused by
his ‘utilization-based evaluation’ on the use of evaluation which was increased by involving
stakeholders in the evaluation to get ownership to the evaluation (Patton, 2012). The ownership was
created by collaboration or participation during all steps in the evaluation process from setting up
the evaluation question to the final report. Patton focused on the changes that occurred during the
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evaluation process created by all the users of the evaluation. The formative, emerging elements,
represent important aspects of Patton’s evaluation approach (ibid). Another important representative
of this approach to evaluation, is ‘empowerment evaluation’, which focuses on the evaluation
process as a source of empowering the users by participating in the evaluation process Fetterman,
2001; 2013; Fetterman, Kaftarian and Wandersman, 2015). The latest we have heard from this
approach to evaluation is Shulha et al. (2016), focusing on ‘collaborative evaluation’. Shula et al.
(2016) use a multimethod perspective to identify and construct guiding principles for collaborative
evaluation and in this work they have involved 320 responses primary from members of American
Evaluation Association. In their study they identify eight guiding principles that are important when
planning, conducting and ending a collaborative evaluation approach (see also Shulha 2015; Patton
2012, King and Stevahn 2013).
These principles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarify motivation for collaboration
Foster meaningful relationships
Develop a shared understanding of the program
Promote appropriate participatory processes
Monitor and respond to resource availability
Monitor evaluation progress and quality
Promote evaluative thinking
Follow through to realize use – which changes is important?

We find it important to further investigate these principles stemming from collaborative evaluation
in the context of co-production to investigate if they can enable us in responding to the OECD’s
(2011) request for increased focus on co-evaluation and not least the focus on the outcomes of coproduction projects.
Collaborative evaluation as a method to evaluate to outcomes of co-production?
According to our ambition to present an outcome-oriented evaluation approach, we need to define
the evaluation’s questions: Has the co-production intervention had any differences for the
subject(s)?, Has the co-production influenced the observed outcome?, How big a difference has the
co-production had? Another question which is important when we want to evaluate the connection
between co-production and its outcome is to ask which mechanisms have caused the outcome? By
pre-defining the evaluation questions instead of letting the stakeholders participate in this work we
have already left the concept of collaborative evaluation. That means that we cannot be sure that
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there is “a high level of agreement among the stakeholders about program information need” and
that “program goals consistently echo across stakeholders” which Shulha et. al (2016) describe as
important indicators for a collaborative evaluation. This is however the consequence of mixing
contribution evaluation with a collaborative evaluation approach. However, in the spirit of coproduction this evaluation does not operate with pre-defined criteria for outcome of the coproduction process; the outcome criteria are negotiated as the first stage of the evaluation according
to the guiding principles of collaborative evaluation. This can be seen as a way to handle the
contradictory conditions that exist, when we want to measure outcome without having any outcome
criteria. It is obvious that the stakeholders involved in the co-production process participate in an
inclusive evaluation process. However, we wonder if the eight guidelines and principles proposed
by Shulha et al. (2016) also could act as guidelines for co-production in a way where the
collaborative evaluation process both is able to evaluate the outcome of the co-production process,
to identify the generative mechanisms, and also to build capacity to co-produce on an individual
and organizational level? Capacity Building in this regard means that individuals just as
organizations increase their ability to co-produce by increasing the skills to collaborate, identifying
needs for change and development and getting new competences to fulfil individual as
organizational goals (Krogstrup, 2017). The triggers for learning is partly “learning by doing” in
the evaluation process (Cousins et al. 2014) or processes inspired by collaborative evaluation or by
building knowledge about generative mechanism. Knowing the generative mechanisms, the idea is
not to copy co-production processes e.g. from Denmark to Sweden and by this expect the same
outcome – this idea of direct transfer lingers in the attribution evaluation paradigm, and not the one
of co-production in complex, human problems (Kildedal and Krogstrup, 2010; Krogstrup, 2016).
An idea could be to rely on theory-based evaluation and utilize the eight principles of collaborative
evaluation to support the development of the change theory. This is argued, because if we are able
to reproduce the generative mechanisms and in collaborative processes generate knowledge about
reasonable outcome criteria, we can build a strong local change-theory to develop the co-production
concept. Further this will in a broader sense probably result in the possibility building up and
accumulate knowledge concerning the conditions under which co-production will occur: what has
an effect and what does not. The point is that co-production activities will vary across different
context but the measure for quality of the process is whether the generative mechanisms are active:
“Principle for (co-production) are built from lessons that are based on evidence about how to
accomplish some desired result” (Patton 2015).
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DISCUSSION
Theorists traditionally recommend that existing data has to be used to conduct a contribution
analysis (Leeuw 2012; Toulemonde 2011). However, our review above determines that only scarce
empirical evidence exists concerning the effects of co-production in the context of public service
organizations (see. e.g. Voorberg et al. 2012). Interestingly, our review indicates that co-production
as a new organizational recipe is widely accepted as being the new panacea without having the
evidence for backing up the claims for the effects. We claim that the arena for co-production has to
be used to decide on the choice of evaluation model. The arena for co-production sets the boundary
for the decision mandate, the premises and framing conditions of the evaluation. And these will be
different from municipality to municipality, country to country (Dahler-Larsen, 2013). In this study
we delve into the discussion of the ambidextrous arena, which is a complex context constituted by
three criteria: 1) there are many stakeholders involved, 2) there are multiple sub-arenas for
interaction, and 3) there is no causal relationship between the intervention and the outcome. This
enables us to determine, that contribution analysis-oriented evaluation models can be appropriate to
study outcomes of co-production processes. The big challenge in this kind of evaluation is to
describe the change theory (Krogstrup, 2016). The change theory emerges and converts during the
co-production process involving multiple stakeholders in many contextual arenas. A change theory
has to be well-argued which means that it has to be plausible and substantiated with theory and/or
empirically founded facts (Leeuw, 2012; Funell and Rogers, 2011). A way to handle this complex
co-production process in the ambidextrous arena is to break down the change theory in manageable
and definable sub-theories, so these can be pursued as partial pieces of the synthesized change
theory (Pawson, 2006). The validation of the identified outcomes is made as a communicative
process between the participating stakeholders. The goal is to reach an agreement about the
expected connection between co-production and its outcome. This means that the stakeholders have
to agree on the change theory. To cope with this challenge, we propose that the eight principles of
collaborative evaluation (Shulha et al. 2016) might be used as guidelines for co-production projects.
However, we stress that the users do not have to co-decide whether or not the evaluation has to
center on the outcomes. Consequently, we suggest contribution analysis as a qualified evaluation
approach, we need to consider the generative mechanisms that can be identified to trigger the
outcome(s) of co-production processes (Krogstrup 2016). In this regard it is imperative that scholars
and practitioners are clear in the distinction between the description of the mechanisms, the
mediators and the moderators in their change theory and that there is a clear logic between their
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interlinkages. According to Patton this clear, logical thinking is imperative when creating change
theory (2012) “rigorous thinking was more important than relying on methodological rigor” (Ibid:
374). Mechanism is defined as a process which connects the cause and the effect and in that sense
explains why an outcome occurs when one or more causes exist. Mediators are the intervening
variables which potentially influence the co-production project, and vise versa. Moderators refers to
the conditions which regulate the causality between co-production and the outcomes/effect of the
process (Bamberger et al. 2012; Dahler-Larsen, 2013). When the scholar and/or practitioner has
created the change theory, the co-production process can be initiated, continuously evaluated and
adjusted to fit the new knowledge emerging from the process, so the generative mechanisms can be
identified that are expected to cause the desired outcomes of the process.
IMPLICATIONS
Currently, we and other members of the ’Research Group for Evaluation & Capacity Building’ at
Aalborg University in Denmark are conducting two large studies concerning co-production with
low-socioeconomic, socially marginalized and/or disabled citizens as specific groups of people that
are more challenging to co-produce with compared to citizens without special needs.
One of the studies is an Industrial PhD-project funded by the Innovation Fund Denmark. The
project studies co-production processes on an individual level (micro level), in the empirical context
of service units to disabled citizens. The project has a multiple-case design and the purpose is twofolded. First, the study seeks to explore and evaluate the actual co-production processes, and
second, the study seeks to identify the outcomes of these processes. The process evaluation
determines the barriers and drivers experienced by the citizens and employees during the
implementation process of co-production. The process evaluation is structured by the bottom-up
oriented evaluation model BIKVA, where data are produced in focus group interviews (Krogstrup
2013). The aim is to assess whether co-production processes actually occurs and establish different
influencing factors like staff and management involvement, engagement, trust, shared meaning,
existing organizational values, practices and culture,

risk-taking at all organizational levels,

employees’ reluctance to lose status and control and the need for staff training (OECD 2011: 88,
Bovaird & Loeffler 2012, 11-12, Labitzke et al. 2014, Boyle & Harris 2009, Agger & Tortzen 215,
Jensen & Krogstrup 2017). A theory based effect evaluation with theories of change will be
established with the purpose of generating evidence of the effects of the co-production processes.
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The industrial PhD project strives to determine the different change theories that are implicitly used
as foundation for different co-production methodologies. The evaluation will explore whether the
implementation of co-production leads to the expected effects and outcomes. It will bring
clarification to the question what works for whom under which circumstances. (Chen 1990, Pawson
& Tilley 1997, Dahler-Larsen 2013, Krogstrup 2006, 2016).
In another study, we are currently reviewing more than 130 documents reporting on the use of the
BIKVA2 model (Krogstrup, 1997a; Dahler-Larsen and Krogstrup, 2003; Krogstrup, 2016). Here we
are treating another special issue concerning co-production: the asymmetric relationship between
the users and the member(s) of the organization like e.g. front-staffers. These BIKVA-reports
present empirical evidence for how public service professionals – in projects ranging from
evaluating or developing local housing offers to the use of BIKVA as methodological foundation in
work packages in large European projects – have overcome the barriers of involving citizens with
different user profiles in the projects (see also Brix, Nielsen and Krogstrup, 2017).
CONCLUSION
Our study echoes the necessity for increasing the amount of empirical studies evaluating the
outcomes of co-production initiatives and the need for understanding how to operationalize coevaluation (Löffler, 2009; OECD, 2011; Voorberg, et al., 2013; Jensen and Krogstrup, 2017). More
precisely, our conceptual discussion argue that contribution analysis represented by theory-based
evaluation can be the appropriate method to evaluate the effects of co-production initiatives in
public service organizations. Since the literature is scarce concerning empirical studies of
evaluation concerning co-production, we have to approach the contribution analysis utilizing
empirical data. We propose that the principles of collaborative evaluation (Shulha et al. 2016) can
be used to frame this data collection. In line with this, we also argue, that the eight collaborative
evaluation principles might act as principles for co-evaluation in the context of OECD’s (2011) call
for future research. Moreover, we argue that the principles of collaborative evaluation can
contribute to co-production Capacity Building. Finally, we call for empirical research to back up the
arguments provided in present study.

2

BIKVA is the acronym for ‘BrugerInvolvering i KVAlitetsevaluering’ which in English is translated to ‘User
Participation in Quality Assessment’ (See Krogstrup, 1997b)
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